
Ksix Glory SmartLED ceiling light, 5 W 
built-in speaker, RGB+CCT, 47 cm 

diameter, 6.200 lm, 58 W, iLink app, 
White

DESCRIPTION

The Ksix Glory LED ceiling light is the perfect mix between lighting and music. 
Thanks to its built-in speaker you can listen to your favorite songs while its RGB color 
technology and CCT shades illuminate every corner of your home. It is compatible with 
the iLink app, from which you can control all its functionalities. Color and music 
become one with the Ksix Glory LED ceiling light!

Music and lighting in harmony

The Ksix Glory LED ceiling light incorporates a 5 W speaker with which you can play 
your favorite music with a clear and powerful sound. You can play your favorite music 
from Spotify, Apple Music, YouTube, among other apps. In addition, with its iLink app, 
you can make the light follow the rhythm of the music that is playing.

An infinity of colors

The Glory ceiling light’s RGB color technology offers a wide range of colors so you 
can provide all your spaces with a customizable universe of color. With a luminous flux 
of 6.200 modular lumens, this ceiling light offers a brightness with unparalleled 
intensity and captivating colors.

CCT white shade control

Create the perfect ambiance with the Glory ceiling light’s CCT white shade control. 
Switch from a 3.000K warm white to a 6.500 cool white in a matter of seconds. This 
way, you can adjust the lighting to your preference, creating a more uplifting or cozier 
ambiance. It also includes brightness control so you can get the perfect brightness every 
time.

Full control with iLink

With the iLink app, you will have total control of your ceiling light in the palm of your 
hand. Select colors, synchronize lighting and music, choose from a variety of scene 
modes, set timers and much more. It offers a stable and reliable connection thanks to its 
Bluetooth 4.0 connectivity. In addition, it includes a remote control, ideal for situations 
in which you don’t have battery or your phone at hand.

Minimalism in a round shape

Enjoy the minimalist and elegant design of this ceiling light that, along with its 
dimensions of 47 centimeters and 9,5 centimeters thick, it adapts perfectly into any 
space. It weighs only 1.500 grams, which makes its installation very simple and 
comfortable. It has an IP42 protection rating, which makes it resistant to dust and water 
drops. Its lifespan of 30.000 hours guarantees excellent illumination for many years.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

Dimensions Ø 47 x 9,5 cm

Connectivity Bluetooth 4.0

Input parameters 160-260V / 50-60 Hz

Degree of protection IP42

Power 58,3 W

Brightness 6.200 lm
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LED Color RGB + CCT (Warm White + Cool White)

Color temperature 3000K - 6500K

Lifetime 30.000 h

APP i-Link

Energy classification F

Speaker 5 W

STRENGTHS
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REF. BXPLAFLED07 EAN: 8427542130811 Recommended retail price: €69.99
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